Abstract
Introduction
In this paper, we address the supervised pattern recognition problem where the mathematical model is based on Boolean formulas. A typical example of a pattern recognition problem with binary features would be a medical diagnosis based on the presence or absence of a number of symptoms. The minimal combination of such features is called a Non-Reducible Descriptor (NRD) [7] .
The formulation of the supervised pattern recognition problem is as follows. Let M be a set of patterns, each pattern denoted by Q. The set M is a union of a finite number of 1 disjoint subsets M = The descriptor of a certain pattern is a sequence of values of its features that makes it different from the descriptions of pattems of the remaining classes. An Non-Reducible Descriptor (NRD) is a descriptor of minimal length. In other words, if any of its arbitrarily chosen feature values are disregarded, then this NRD is no longer a descriptor. Thus, the NRD discriminates the pattem from all patterns of the remaining classes.
In this approach the training stage refers to the process of constructing NRDs for all the classes (NRD sets). The process of construction of NRDs inherently contains the process of feature selection and reduction. In this paper the NRD concept is extended to k-Non-Reducible Descriptors (k-NRDs). The k-NRDs are also called Generalized NonReducible Descriptors (GNRD). The k-NRD is a descriptor for which the Hamming distance to all the patterns from the remaining classes is at least k.
The proposed technique has some similarities to the ntuples techniques for OCR feature extraction in handprinted character recognition [ 2 ] , [3] , [6] . An n-tuple is a collection of n different binary features that "fit" the descriptions of some patterns and do not "fit" the descriptions of other pattems from the training set. Therefore, the n-tuple is designed to dichotomize a set of patterns. In other words an n-tuple is associated with the presence or absence of a specific black and white pixel configuration in a given pattern. The approach to finding NRDs and GNRDs differs from the approach to extract n-tuples in two aspects. First, NRDs and GNRDs are constructed for a given pattern and are properties of that pattern. NRDs and GNRDs discriminate that pattern from all the patterns of the remaining classes. The n-tuples dichotomize the training set on two subsets. The second difference is related to the length of the descriptors. In the n-tuples, the value of n is experimentally found and all n-tuples have the same length. In contrast, the NRD is a descriptor with minimal length and hence, different NRDs for a given pattern may have different length. The GNRD is also a descriptor of minimal length. The lengths of NRDs and GNRDs are found automatically during the process of their construction. form a 2-NRD for the pattern Q1. It is easy to see that if two arbitrarily chosen features are removed, then this descriptor loses its property of being descriptor. The Hamming distance between the constructed 2-NRD5 and all the descriptions of patterns from the class K 2 involving only the sequence of features (1,2,3,6,7) is at least 2. The obtained 2-NRD can be expressed as the conjunction Analogous to NRD, the problem for transforming matrix L, into a matrix Ly of kind ( 2 ) belongs to the class of NP-complete problems. The proof is based on a polynomial reducing the d-clique problem to our problem. The computational complexity of the method depends on the number of units in the dissimilarity matrix. The number of units represents the degree of dissimilarity between pattems. Therefore, the closer the descriptions between patterns belonging to different classes are, the more efficient the proposed method of learning Boolean formulas will be.
Non-Reducible Descriptors

Property 2. For each k-NRD there exists d in number
Note that "even more helpful are counterexamples that are 'near misses' -that is, negative examples that just barely fail to be positive examples" [ 13, [4] . x1%2x3%6%7. The Boolean formula constructed for the numeral 8 is:
Decision rules
Let us assume that a few binary elements in the descriptions of the numerals are changed due to noise. This will reflect on the decision rule on the following manner. Let pi conjunctions fail on the numeral i and another qi conjunctions vote wrongly for numeral i from numerals different than i. If the noise of recognized pattems is moderate, then due to the big number of NRDs (GNRDs), the decision rule of maximum still correctly recognizes pattems. Hence, due to the multitude of NRDs (GNRDs), the recognition system will be robust against moderate noise and distortions.
The NRD and GNRD concepts can be easily extended to non-binary features. For example, when the features take value from the set of real numbers R, the dissimilarity matrix L, can be constructed as follows: l, if It,j -t , j I > ~j and 0, otherwise, where ~j is a chosen threshold. Another approach to obtain binary features is by transforming the description of the training set into k different values, where IC is an integer, k 2 2, [8] . If k > 2 is obtained, then NRDs (GNRDs) may be expressed using the tools of the k-valued logic. Another possible extension of NRD and GNRD concepts deals with fuzzy theory.
Potential applications of the proposed approach lie in many fields, including medicine, molecular biology (for example, protein family classification), social sciences, etc.
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